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Google to Acquire MED-EL  
Mountain View, California, and Innsbruck, Austria – April 1, 2014: Google (NASDAQ: GOOG) and MED-EL 
(privately held) today have entered into a definitive agreement under which Google plans to acquire MED-EL, a 
manufacturer of implantable hearing devices.  
The purchase price is approximately US$1.47 billion (subject to certain adjustments), including US$623 million 
paid at close, comprised of US$223 million in cash and US$400 million in Google ordinary shares (subject to a 
share cap/floor). The remaining US$847 million will be paid in the form of a three-year promissory note. 
MED-EL CEO and CTO Ingeborg Hochmair focuses on accelerating the development of cochlear implants.  ‘Even 
though cochlear implants are the most successful neural prosthesis to date, the technology is only in its 
infancy.  Increasing competition has changed the business landscape such that much higher levels of 
investment are required to bring new technology to fruition in a timely manner.  As part of Google, MED-EL will 
have access to deep financial resources to fund R&D, and also to world-class software engineering expertise to 
develop algorithms and methods that are only beginning to coalesce in our researcher’s long-term goals.’ 
According to Google CEO Larry Page, “Google’s commitment to cochlear implant development involves a much 
farther-reaching vision.  The company’s foray into augmented reality via Google Glass has faced a slow 
adoption rate.  Although designed to be as stylish as possible, it looks like a pair of designer frames with a 
steampunk addition on one side. Users must choose appropriate times to wear Google Glass to avoid getting a 
traffic ticket, or instigating an altercation in a bar. 
“Cochlear implant users generally wear their external processors, which resemble large hearing aids, all day 
long.  Incorporating data access and recording features into a cochlear implant processor is readily achievable 
with today’s technology.   
“While cochlear implant manufacturers are currently striving to include Bluetooth connectivity to their 
processors, the end result is just an integrated Bluetooth headset, and maybe a smartphone app that can be 
used as a remote control.  Google Ear will revolutionize not only the cochlear implant industry, but the hearing 
aid industry, and finally the lives of everybody on the planet. 
“Imagine hearing a traffic alert on your route home from work shortly before you leave the office.  Or a gentle 
reminder that your refrigerator is low on milk as you approach a supermarket.   

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2454619,00.asp


“The interface between today’s cochlear implant and the human brain involves an electrode array made by 
hand under a microscope with up to a couple dozen contacts.  Google Ear will eventually include self-
assembling biomimetic electrode arrays which literally grow along the auditory nerve, establishing connections 
as necessary.  Rather than dozens of contacts, the array will form thousands of contacts, approaching the 
limits of biological hearing.  And a second extension will grow along the optic nerve to provide augmented 
visual information without the need for an external appliance such as Google Glass.   
“Google Ear will be developed first for people with severe to profound hearing loss.  But as the technology 
matures, the hardware will evolve into a fully-implantable solution usable by the larger hearing-impaired 
population, and finally as an option for anybody who would like a more intimate and immediate interaction 
with the Internet. 
“Cochlear implant surgery has evolved from an inpatient procedure with an overnight stay to an outpatient 
procedure where the patient may leave the hospital in a couple of hours.  Our developmental biomimetic array 
will enable the procedure to be no more invasive than a series of injections or a tattoo.  
“Incorporating MED-EL into Google’s family will revolutionize the way humans interact with the Internet and 
with each other." 
About Google 

Google is a global technology leader, focused on improving ways people connect with information. Google’s 
innovations in web search and advertising have made its website a top Internet property and its brand one of 
the most recognized in the world. 
 
About MED-EL 

MED-EL Medical Electronics is a  leading provider of hearing implant systems worldwide. The company 
developed the world’s first microelectronic, multichannel cochlear implant in 1977. MED-EL offers the widest 
range of implantable solutions worldwide to treat the various degrees of hearing loss, including cochlear, 
middle ear and bone conduction implant systems as well as a system for combined electric and acoustic 
stimulation. 
 
 

### 

Contact Information 

Google: 

cochlearimplanthelp.gotcha@google.com 

MED-EL: 

AprilFool.cochlearimplanthelp@medel.com 

If you’ve made it this far, either you’ve had a good laugh or you’ve been pwned! Happy April Fool’s Day from 
the CochlearImplantHELP team! 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pwn
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